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WE KNOW 
METAL >
Hixwood Metal is the premier source for all 
your steel coil, blank flat stock, and slit coil 
needs. Striving every day to meet the most 
stringent demands of our quality minded 
customers. We have over 30 smooth colors 
available in the ever popular BeckryTech 
H.D.P.E. paint system. 

Give us a call for all your coil and building 
accessory needs!



NEED SUBSTRATES??

At Hixwood Metal, we've built our reputation on  
PRODUCTS THAT LAST.j J

Galvanized and Galvalume
We stock Galvanized and Galvalume substrate -- both are bare 
PLQ for those who want to handle their own coating and are pre-
painted in over 40 Beckers’ SDP Hixwood colors, both textured 
and smooth.

*Example Colors. See Full List Of Colors On Page 4 and 5. Printed Colors Are 
Not An Exact Match- Please Refer to Metal Samples For True Color Visual.

Cobblestone Light Stone Slate Blue Rural Red



SMOOTH COLORS

Cobblestone

Clay Rural Red

Earth Brown

Copper

Bone White

Light Gray

Crimson

Evergreen

White

Ash Gray

Gallery Blue

Black

Slate Blue

Forest Green

Light Stone Rawhide

Charcoal

Burnished 
Slate

Burgundy

These colors are not an exact match. 
Please refer to metal samples or official samples before ordering.

Our Color Palette Is Available In:
G-90  Galvanized 24 ga  26 ga 
G-100  Galvanized  28 ga
G-60  Galvanized  29 ga

* In addition to all of these colors, we also have the ability to match almost any color you or your customer 
needs. We will also use any other paint system or manufacturer such as Akzo, Continental, Dura Cote and 

Sherwin Williams per customer order.

Stock Hixwood/Beckers SDP colors  |  We stock more colors than other coil suppliers.

Jerod Hevel
Sticky Note
Remove Sherwin Williams and Dura Coat. Call out Beckers and add Beckers logo



TEXTURED PAINT
Our textured paint offering helps our customers 
to penetrate the residential roof market, which 
is the fastest-growing segment of the industry 
and has much room for growth. The textured 
style allows it to look similar to a typical asphalt 
shingle roof while also lasting a lifetime.

These colors are not an exact match. 
Please refer to metal samples or official samples before ordering.

Rust Red

Burnished Slate Green Gallery Blue
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At Hixwood Metal, we've built our reputation on  
PRODUCTS THAT LAST.j J

WIDTH & GAUGES
We have a large variety of widths and 
gauges. Our products are so durable they 
can last years without maintenance.

Available Widths and Gauges:
 .014 40.875 G40 and AZ35 (used mainly for 

interior liner and no warranty applications)

 .015 40.875 G60 and G90 in clear acrylic and 
paint line ready

 .015 40.875 AZ50 for painting and AZ55 in 
clear acrylic

 .0157 40.875 G100 for painting

 .016/.017 42 CSB G90 for painting - primarily 
used for trim

 .018 42 G90 grade 50 for painting - used for 
slitting to 20.125 for snap lock and standing 
seam and trim

 .018/.019 43 G90, AZ50 for painting AZ55 in 
clear acrylic. This size is used for PBR panel 
production

 .0236 48 G90, AZ50 for painting and AZ55 in 
clear acrylic. Main application for this item is 
slitting to 23.875 and 20.125 for snap lock and 
standing seam



LASTS
METAL THAT

A LIFETIME

SHIPPING

We ship coils, panels, trim, and accessories. They are shipped directly to job sites 
and shops. Coils are shipped primarily from NW Indiana and the St. Louis area. 

Manufactured products such as panels, trim and accessories, ship from Stanley, WI. 
We can ship directly from the mills to our customers or to any of the paint lines we 
utilize. We also have the ability to ship via rail to any location served by rail service.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

Among the items exclusive to Hixwood is our 29g 6” on 
center ½” high rib panel. Originally engineered to cover 

the many barns in WI that have curved roofs, this panel has 
also become popular among our residential roofers. Even 

though it’s a subtle difference in appearance from a normal 
ag panel, customers have taken quite a liking to it.

      



Have Questions?

HIXWOOD.COM  |  715-644-0765 


